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gOpenMol is a graphical user interface to many of the powerful, and very widely used, tools available in the field of
computational chemistry. Most of these tools provide ways to visualize and analyze molecule structures, properties, and

interactions, as well as small molecule structures and properties. With gOpenMol you can get a glimpse at the overall structure
and properties of many kinds of molecules, and also the energy of small molecule conformations. Advanced Graphical Options:
gOpenMol features many graphical options, including the use of color and transparency to visualize molecules and properties, as
well as a custom molecule placement for labeling certain parts of a molecule. You can also save and load the graphical layout of
your molecules in many different formats. Getting Started: gOpenMol is simple to use. To get started, just enter the command
prompt and type: @start gopenmol gOpenMol contains an extensive help system, with a help file for each command. You can

also get the help using the command: @help The Help Section: The command-line help system provides an overview of
gOpenMol's commands, as well as the more detailed explanations of each command. Commands: @start - Initializes the
program. @help - Displays the list of commands. @version - Displays the version information. @read - Display a list of

commands (description of each command is listed). @info - Displays a detailed list of commands, including a description of
each command. @quit - Closes the program. @list - Display list of structures saved in the directory of the current working
directory. @load - Load a file that contains structures saved as PLT files (e.g., MDLmol). @save - Save a file that contains

structures saved as PLT files (e.g., MDLmol). @convert - Convert a file to a given format. @filter - Filter molecules. @listmol -
List all molecules in a given directory. @order - Create a list of molecules ordered by the number of hydrogen atoms. @orderrot
- Create a list of molecules ordered by the number of hydrogen atoms and then rotated by a given angle. @cls - Clear the current

graphical layout of molecules. @deldir - Delete a directory. @editpyr - Create a new graphical layout of a molecule using the
currently available molecule structures.
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Windows Additional Note: This file was generated using gOpenMol 1.7.2.1. OPENMS_API Description: OPENMS_API
OnOpenMSDescription OPENMS_API OnOpenMSVersion OPENMS_API OnOpenMSLicense OPENMS_API Header:

OPENMS_API OpenMSVersion 1.7.2.1 OPENMS_API OpenMSLicense GPL OPENMS_API OpenMSLicenseURL
OPENMS_API OpenMSLicenseURL OPENMS_API OpenMSLicenseKey GPL-2.0 Endpoint Description: gOpenMol is a

software suite for viewing and analyzing molecular structures and chemical properties. KEYMACRO Description: keymacro
OnKeyDescription keymacro OnKeyInfo Software available for the following execution systems: Linux Mac OS X Windows

Additional Note: This file was generated using gOpenMol 1.7.2.1. PYTHON Description: python OnPythonDescription python
OnPythonVersion python OnPythonLicense PYTHON Header: python OpenMSVersion 1.7.2.1 python PythonLicense GNU

python PythonLicenseURL Additional Note: This file was generated using gOpenMol 1.7.2.1. Endpoint Description: gOpenMol
is a software suite for viewing and analyzing molecular structures and chemical properties. OPENMS_API Description:

OPENMS_API OnOpenMSDescription OPENMS_API OnOpenMSVersion OPENMS_API OnOpenMSLicense
OPENMS_API Header: OPENMS_API OpenMSVersion 1.7.2.1 OPENMS_API OpenMSLicense GPL OPENMS_API

OpenMSLicenseURL OPENMS_API OpenMSLicenseURL 1d6a3396d6
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Pdb-Reader. Open source molecular viewer software that allows users to browse and analyze biomolecular structures from the
Protein Data Bank (PDB) Description: Chimera. Chimera is a visualization and analysis system for molecular and biomolecular
structures, it provides an integrated set of tools for viewing, editing, analyzing and manipulating molecular structures.
Description: EMS Research Analyst. EMS Research Analyst is a suite of open-source software tools for molecular visualization,
analysis and manipulation, and it is developed by NIH and USGS. Description: Jmol. Jmol is a Java application for viewing
interactive 3D molecular models. Description: Raster3D Raster3D is a software for the visualization and analysis of
biomolecular structures. Description: VMD. VMD is a free visualization and analysis software package for biomolecular
structures. Description: VIM. VIM is a text-based, interactive molecular visualization system. Description: PlantPipes.
PlantPipes is a software to represent and analyze plant metabolic pathways. It allows to visualize, analyze, and model plant
metabolic pathways and to interactively search for components of a pathway. Description: NMR-View. NMR-View is a free
interactive graphical molecular viewer for NMR molecules. Description: JASPER. JASPER is an interactive molecular viewer
based on Java that allows the user to enter 3D structures and retrieve and display chemical information on molecules.
Description: eMolecular. eMolecular is an open-source molecular visualization software for macromolecules. Description: M3D.
M3D is an open source molecular viewer based on Java that allows the user to enter 3D structures and retrieve and display
chemical information on molecules. Description: 3Dmol. 3Dmol is a Java-based molecular visualization program developed at
the University of Cambridge. Description: YAMBO. YAMBO is a Java application for viewing and analyzing biomolecular
structures. Description: Molecular Operating Environment. Molecular Operating Environment (MOE) is a free package of
cheminformatics tools for molecular structure, chemistry, and biology. Description:

What's New In GOpenMol?

gOpenMol is an open-source program that analyzes chemical compounds and predicts chemical and biological properties of
organic molecules. gOpenMol is a molecular viewer that provides a versatile yet simple interface for chemical structure viewing
and analysis. gOpenMol can support various molecular modeling approaches including molecular mechanics, quantum
mechanics, and other ab initio methods. The program also supports semi-empirical and empirical force fields. Several molecular
properties can be computed: molecular structures, energy, electrostatics, and bond orders. In addition, gOpenMol can predict
organic compound-protein interactions in docking studies, predict protein function, and make a prediction on bioactivity (such
as toxicity, mutagenicity, reactivity, etc.) on the basis of chemical structure and chemical properties. Features: Open-Source
Free from cost Can analyze molecular geometries and structures, force fields, and quantum chemical calculations Supports a
wide variety of molecular modeling approaches including molecular mechanics, quantum mechanics, ab initio methods, and
force fields 3D molecular visualization for a wide variety of molecular modeling approaches 3D molecular representations (e.g.
ball-and-stick and ribbon) Molecular viewer with adjustable spatial scales Electrostatic surface properties Molecule orbitals
Chemical properties: valence electron charge, bond orders, and Mulliken atomic charges Analyze a wide variety of organic
compounds including small molecules, peptides, proteins, and nucleic acids Predict biological properties such as toxicities,
mutagenicities, and bioactivities Detail information gOpenMol is an open-source program that analyzes chemical compounds
and predicts chemical and biological properties of organic molecules. gOpenMol is a molecular viewer that provides a versatile
yet simple interface for chemical structure viewing and analysis. gOpenMol can support various molecular modeling approaches
including molecular mechanics, quantum mechanics, and other ab initio methods. The program also supports semi-empirical and
empirical force fields. Several molecular properties can be computed: molecular structures, energy, electrostatics, and bond
orders. In addition, gOpenMol can predict organic compound-protein interactions in docking studies, predict protein function,
and make a prediction on bioactivity (such as toxicity, mutagenicity, reactivity, etc.) on the basis of chemical structure and
chemical properties. Molecular and biological properties: Molecular structure properties: Generate molecular structures and
energies Calculate molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) Determine frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs) Calculate bond orders
Calculate atom charges Generate 2D and 3D views Chemical properties: Calculate molecular valence charge Calculate
molecular Mulliken charges
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System Requirements For GOpenMol:

Minimum Requirements: OS: Windows XP (32-bit), Windows 7 (32-bit and 64-bit), Windows 8 (32-bit and 64-bit), Windows
10 (32-bit and 64-bit), Windows Server 2008 (32-bit and 64-bit) and Windows Server 2012 (32-bit and 64-bit) Processor: Intel
Core 2 Duo E6550 1.8 GHz or AMD Phenom II X4 965 BE 2.40 GHz Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX9-
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